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nvestors in Asian Pacific stocks
over the last 12 months have had
a bitter sweet experience. The
slowing Chinese economy and the
Brexit are some of the highlights that
had an impact on stocks but even

then, stocks in 2016 have remained
steady and continue to offer promise
of great returns for value investors.
As we cross over to the New Year,
a lot of expectations will be there
with regards to Asian pacific stocks
and investors keen on putting
their money here will be looking at
important trends before making their
decision. In this post we break down
these trends and see how they may
play out in the next 12 months:
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Asia - Pacific Stocks Will
Remain A Long Term Play
Many stocks trading in Asian
pacific markets have always been
significantly undervalued. Investors
will be looking to put their bets on
the long term. The uncertainty of
the market this year is expected
to roll over to 2017 but for value
investors looking for long term gains,
this won’t be a problem. Stocks in
South Korea and China will be quite
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2017 Trends For Investors
Keen On Investing On
Asian Pacific Stocks
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Keep An Eye On China
Many global investors will be
keeping a keen eye on China in
2017. Chinese stocks have had an
up and down ever since the stock
market boom of 2015. Things have
slowed down though but it’s not as
bad as you may think. The Chinese
economy is transitioning to slow
steady growth and stock market
reforms are starting to take root. It
will be interesting to see whether
Beijing will be more open to foreign
capital next year. Nonetheless, it
is becoming increasingly clear to
regulators in China that in order
to compete with global financial
markets crucial reforms are needed.
Although most of these reforms have
started, the pace of implementation
has remained wanting. 2017 could be
the year for China to finally open up
and move towards global practices in
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interesting to watch but nonetheless,
investor sentiment is expected to
gradually improve.

Many global investors
will be keeping a keen
eye on China in 2017.
Chinese stocks have had
an up and down ever
since the stock market
boom of 2015

stock market regulation. With that in
mind, as an investor in the Asia Pacific
region you will do well to keep an
eye on China and see how everything
pans out in 2017.
Investor Sentiment Will
Gradually Improve
Two of the dominant Asia pacific
countries this year have been a
center of bad press. In South Korea
the political problems surrounding
corruption allegations among key top
government officials including the
Prime Minister have had an effect on
global investor sentiment. As for china,

the slower economic growth and
uncertainty in stock market reforms
has always been an issue. However,
in 2017 investor sentiment might
gradually improve. China’s economy is
expected to maintain steady growth
while the political situation in South
Korea is expected to cool off in the next
12 months. This might just provide the
needed environment to ensure the
flow of more foreign capital into these
markets.
Investing In The Asian
Pacific Market
In case you are looking to invest
money in Asian Pacific stocks in
2017, the best option is to enter the
market through a Managed Portfolio.
The Asia Pacific Fund offers you
an investment vehicle to enter the
Asian Pacific market. The Closed End
Fund invests in equity securities of
companies in the Asian Pacific Region
excluding Japan. You are welcomed
to buy into the Fund anytime on the
NYSE under the ticker Symbol APB.

Disclaimer: The opinions in this article are for informational purposes only and should not be construed as a recommendation
to buy or sell the stocks mentioned. Please do your own due diligence before making any investment decision.

